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[1] Theme  

The attempt for creating “blue space* in moda: water sports club & re-creational facilities” 

is about creating the interaction of people with the water/ sea and the related sports 

facilities/ interaction spaces. 

 

* Ecosystem-based services and sports provided by the use of sea have been indispensable 

for the emergence and development of many cities. Deindustrialization, grassroots activism, 

and water quality regulations have done much to reverse the widespread decline of urban 

waterways since the environmental awakening of the 1960s and 70s. Here, in Diploma 

Project, proposing ideas about the integration of the city pattern and the sea by adding 

architectural features in the context of the facts that are surrounding the site and also 

adding urban amenities to create restorative, accessible “blue space” is the goal. (2018, 

Projections Volume 14 | MIT Press; (Eds) Andrea Beck and Isadora Cruxên) 
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The questions to begin with, but not limited with those, are as follows; 

➔ What are the driving forces behind the emergence of aquatic/water sports center 

uses in cities? In what ways do these transformations revive or reinterpret historical 

and current use patterns? 

➔ What are relevant design, planning, or community organizing approaches for 

realizing accessible urban waterways and new water-based activities? Which 

approaches are most successful and why? 

 
site A [moda sea club + car parking area] is 14.500 sqm. (approx) 

site B [old moda sea club] is 2.800 sqm. (approx) 

TOTAL LAND AREA 17.300 sqm.  [+can be extended to the water] 
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[2] Jury and Other Consultants 

 

Nurbin Paker, Assoc. Prof. Dr.  

Mehmet Emin Şalgamcıoğlu, Assoc. Prof. Dr.  

Ecem Edis, Assoc. Prof. Dr.  

Buse Özçelik, Res. Assist.  

Seda Kaçel, Res. Assist.  
 

Hakan Tüzün Şengün, Res. Assist. Dr.  

Burcu Kütükçüoğlu, Assist. Prof. Dr.  

Dürrin Süer, PhD. 

Ömer Selçuk Baz, M.Arch. 

 

Seminar: 

Seminar on aspects of coastal and harbour engineering: Tunç Gökçe, ARTI Proje (to be 

announced) 

Field Trip: 

Moda Deniz Kulübü (to be announced) 

 

[3] Aim and Scope  

Diploma project as an essential phase of architectural education, aims to bring the students 

in adequate architectural knowledge, reasoning, skills and decision making mechanism.  

The graduation project is expected to prove that each student possesses the understanding 

and ability necessary for the profession. It requires the knowledge and skills to produce an 

architectural solution that demonstrates competence to make design decisions about a 

single project while demonstrating broad integration and consideration of design knowledge 

and decisions across different fields constituting architecture education. Students must be 

able to build abstract relationships and understand the impact of ideas, based on the 

research and analysis of contexts related to architecture; and the critiques throughout the 

process are intended to contribute to this, by providing a learning medium for developing 

the understanding and ability of students. While including all the concerns stated above, the 

basic premise of the graduation project is to produce an architectural solution as the 

product of an integrative design process. 

 

[4] Method and Evaluation 

The graduation project consists of 4 stages: the project/ architectural design work; 

preliminary jury sessions; sketch-exam and final jury session. 
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The Project 

The project will be the outcome of the students' studies on the given subject and especially 

their personal arguments and efforts. The result is expected to be developed in guidance of 

the specified architectural program, urban context and other conditions concerning the 

location and program.  

 

Preliminary Jury Sessions 

The project developed by the students will be presented to the jury members at the 

indicated dates. All the drawings and other requested documents should be prepared and 

handed in on time for the sessions, in order to be reviewed and evaluated by the jury. In 

these sessions the jury members will share their critiques and comments on the proposals.  

Submissions should be made personally to the evaluation committee one day before the 

indicated date, between 16:30-17:30 unless announced otherwise by the coordination 

committee.   

The day, jury session will take place, all the students are expected to be present at 09:00 

and make the spatial organization for the jury to review the posters and presentations. The 

order of projects will be determined at the same day. Students are required to attend all 

scheduled jury sessions; otherwise, this will be grounds for failure of the project. 

Sketch-Exam 

Sketch-exam is another important component of the diploma project. The aim of the exam 

is proving the students' skills of dealing with a design problem within a limited time interval, 

without receiving help from any other external source, except their own knowledge and 

experience. It is compulsory to take the exam, which will take place on Wednesday, 10th 

April 2019. 

Final Jury 

Final Jury will be held for the presentations and explanations of the completed projects. 

Besides that, the jury members may ask the students different questions in order to gain 

insight about the students' general approach to subjects of architecture. The project is not 

be regarded as the sole input for evaluation. 

The final evaluation and grading includes all the stages, i.e. the final project, preliminary and 

final juries, and the sketch-problem together; the project should not be regarded as the 

single input for the final evaluation. 

Diploma project principals should be checked from: http://darch.itu.edu.tr/bitirme/  

 

 

http://darch.itu.edu.tr/bitirme/
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[5] Schedule 

February 6, 2019 
Wednesday 

Project brief and delivering of the project 
documents 

13.30, place to be announced 

February 13, 2019 
Wednesday 

Deadline for submitting questions 16.30, students office 

February 15, 2019 
Friday 

Announcement of the answers 16.30, students office 

February 26, 2019 
Tuesday 

Submissions of documents for the first jury 16.30-17.30, place to be 
announced 

February 27, 2019 
Wednesday 

1st JURY 09.30, place to be announced 

April 2, 2019 
Tuesday 

Submissions of documents for the second jury 16.30-17.30, place to be 
announced 

April 3, 2019 
Wednesday 

2nd JURY 09.30, place to be announced 

April 10, 2019 
Wednesday 

Sketch-exam 09.30-18.00, place to be 
announced 

May 7, 2019 
Tuesday 

Submissions of documents for the third jury 16.30-17.30, place to be 
announced 

May 8, 2019 
Wednesday 

3rd JURY 09.30, place to be announced 

June 10, 2019 
Monday 

Final submissions 15.30-17.30, place to be 
announced 

June 12, 2019 
Wednesday 

FINAL JURY 09.30, place to be announced 

 

[6] Documents to be Submitted to Students 

Project theme and building program 

Map in .dwg format 

Drawings’ and model borders 

Some references and photos related with the program and project site 

 

[7] Required Materials for Jury Evaluation 

It is expected to see comprehensive work on proposals varying from macro scale to the 

scale of architectural detail. Perspectives, animations and visualization tools, physical 

models, planometric and sectional drawing should be effectively applied starting from the 

first jury session and these production methods should be improved on for forthcoming jury 
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sessions. Jury members may ask additional and differentiated contents from the students 

for their process through juries. Board size has been chosen as A1.  

*A3 versions of boards will also be submitted in each jury session.  

*All of the presentation boards and the photographs of the models will be uploaded to 

the GROUP google drive folder (each uploaded file should be maximum 4mb) in each jury 

session, until the deadline hour of each session’s hard copy submission. It is important to 

upload ONLY the submitted materials, exactly as submitted. 

 

1st JURY: February 27, 2019 Wednesday 

Boards in A1 format should include:  

- Explanatory manifest text (200 words) including individual programmatic decisions and 

related schemes, diagrammatic, and graphic productions. Approach to the theme and 

place based on research.  

- Relational schema, diagrams and mappings explaining relation of the site with the 

environment; site specific issues; questioning within the context of nature-built 

environment interaction (appropriate scale will be designated by the student); detailing 

of the building program with possible scenarios. 

- 1/500 silhouettes from the sea (from east and south directions are especially crucial)  

- 1/500 general site plan, floor plans and sections; site plan within the general context of 

the region, that shows the main characteristics of architectural and landscape design 

approach; and indicate the accessibility to and of the site (vehicle entrances; pedestrian 

entrances, disabled access, etc.) (including relations with built environment)  

- Various narrations such as diagrams, sketches, collages, axonometrics, graphic 

explanations of settlement decisions; characteristic sketches of ‘atmospheric 

architectural experiences’: it can be storyboard – that expresses the life and atmosphere 

of the proposed programme, shows the relations between the events and spaces, 

interiors and exteriors  

Physical model in 1/500 and different scales study models within the general context 1/500 

and expressive of approach to the proposed design; may different scales include models 

that show the conceptual approach at different scales, depending on student’s choice 

Digital presentation (max.2 minutes) not compulsory, if required by the students. 
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2nd JURY: April 3, 2019 Wednesday 

Boards in A1 format should include:  

- Various types of sketch, schematic, graphic and diagrammatic narrations (such as 

diagrams, collages, axonometrics, storyboards that expresses the life and atmosphere of 

the proposed program and facilities, shows the relations between events and spaces, 

interiors and exteriors) that effectively express a summary of ideas and improved/ 

detailed  proposals, basic concepts and solutions concerning: 

- spatial organization: boundaries, continuity, orientation, meaningfulness, 

conceivability, scale, etc.;  

- organization of individual spaces as part of a whole;  

- about personal path and proposals with urban integration and interaction analysis;  

- design scenario with possible activities; 

- appropriateness of the organization of practices/ events;  

- proposals for landscape, open-closed space relations, natural-built relations;  

- structural, climatic, lighting, and other technical/ technological design decisions and 

their coherency. 

- 1/500 Site plan, including relations with the surroundings, that shows the main 

characteristics of architectural and landscape design approach (it is important that the 

site plan shows the relations with the environment and movement of people, relations 

with the sea and the historic Pier of Moda, approach to open/ closed spaces).  

- 1/500 Silhouettes from the sea (from east and south directions are especially crucial).  

- 1/200 Plans, sections and elevations including relations with the sea and the 

surrounded nature-built environment, approach to open/ closed spaces, structural 

system should be considered (it is important that the ground floor plan shows the 

relations with the environment and movement of people and vehicles). 

- 3D Drawings digital models and perspectives that demonstrate the atmosphere of the 

proposed design.  

- Partial drawings and physical models in various scales 1/200 to 1/50 explaining 

structural systems, materials and construction technology to be used conceptually. 

1/500 Physical model, including relations with the surrounding.  

Digital presentation (max.2 minutes) not compulsory, if required by the students. 
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3rd JURY: May 8, 2019 Wednesday 

Boards in A1 format should include:  

- Final design development by the various types and scales of sketch, schematic, graphic 

and diagrammatic narrations (such as diagrams, collages, axonometrics, storyboards 

that expresses the life and atmosphere of the proposed program and facilities, shows 

the relations between events and spaces, interiors and exteriors) that effectively express 

a summary of ideas and improved/ detailed  proposals, basic concepts and solutions 

concerning: 

- spatial organization: boundaries, continuity, orientation, meaningfulness, 

conceivability, scale, etc.;  

- organization of individual spaces as part of a whole;  

- about personal path and proposals with urban integration and interaction analysis;  

- design scenario with possible activities; 

- appropriateness of the organization of practices/ events;  

- proposals for landscape, open-closed space relations, natural-built relations;  

- structural, climatic, lighting, and other technical/ technological design decisions and 

their coherency; 

- proposals for representing the circulation. 

- 1/500 Site plan, including relations with the surroundings, that shows the main 

characteristics of architectural and landscape design approach (it is important that the 

site plan shows the relations with the environment and movement of people, relations 

with the sea and the historic Pier of Moda, approach to open/ closed spaces).  

- 1/500 Silhouettes from the sea (from east and south directions are especially crucial).  

- 1/200 Plans, sections and elevations including relations with the surroundings (it is 

important that the ground floor plan shows the relations with the environment and 

movement of people, relations with the sea and the historic Pier of Moda, approach to 

open/closed spaces, and structural system decisions are shown in all drawings). 

- 3D Drawings digital models and perspectives that demonstrate the atmosphere of the 

proposed design.  

- System details in various scales from 1/50 to 1/20 (partial plans, elevations and 

sections) through the envelope presenting structural system, materials and assemblies 

of other associated elements. 

1/500 Physical model, including relations with the surrounding.  

Partial physical models in various scales from 1/200 to 1/50 explanatory narrations about 

structural systems, materials and construction technology to be used conceptually. 

Digital presentation (max.2 minutes) not compulsory, if required by the students . 
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FINAL JURY: June 12, 2019 Wednesday 

Boards in A1 format should include:  

- Final design development by the various types and scales of sketch, schematic, graphic 

and diagrammatic narrations (such as diagrams, collages, axonometrics, storyboards 

that expresses the life and atmosphere of the proposed program and facilities, shows 

the relations between events and spaces, interiors and exteriors) that effectively express 

a summary of ideas and improved/ detailed  proposals, basic concepts and solutions 

concerning: 

- spatial organization: boundaries, continuity, orientation, meaningfulness, 

conceivability, scale, etc.;  

- organization of individual spaces as part of a whole,  

- about personal path and proposals with urban integration and interaction analysis;  

- design scenario with possible activities; 

- appropriateness of the organization of practices/ events;  

- proposals for landscape, open-closed space relations, natural-built relations;  

- structural, climatic, lighting, and other technical/ technological design decisions and 

their coherency; 

- proposals for representing the circulation. 

- 1/500 Site plan, including relations with the surroundings, that shows the main 

characteristics of architectural and landscape design approach (it is important that the 

site plan shows the relations with the environment and movement of people, relations 

with the sea and the historic Pier of Moda, approach to open/ closed spaces).  

- 1/500 Silhouettes from the sea (from east and south directions are especially crucial).  

- 1/200 Plans, sections and elevations including relations with the surroundings (it is 

important that the ground floor plan shows the relations with the environment and 

movement of people, relations with the sea and the historic Pier of Moda, approach to 

open/closed spaces, and structural system decisions are shown in all drawings). 

- 3D Drawings digital models and perspectives that demonstrate the atmosphere of the 

proposed design.  

- System details in various scales from 1/50 to 1/20 (partial plans, elevations and 

sections) through the envelope presenting structural system, materials and assemblies 

of other associated elements. 

1/500 Physical model, including relations with the surrounding.  

Partial physical models in various scales from 1/200 to 1/50 explanatory narrations about 

structural systems, materials and construction technology to be used conceptually. 

Digital presentation (max.2 minutes) not compulsory, if required by the students . 

*Final Jury boards will also be submitted in A3 size.  
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*CD or DVD including all of the submitted materials (posters, report, images of the physical 

model) and hard-copies of the presented final jury boards (max. 150-300 dpi., .jpeg). 

Architectural report of max. 500 words is expected to be on the first presentation board. It 

will not be printed separately. 

*Important notice: Final submissions will be in printed media/ physical model and should be 

stamped by group assistants. 

 

[8] Presentation Guidelines 

Choice of the representation technique is free provided that they are prepared by the 

students themselves. Decisions concerning the type of paper, drawings, modelling 

technique and use of colour is left to the student. Any type of material may be used for the 

presentations, as long as they are professionally competent. A1 board size have selected for 

practicality and convenience for presentation, exhibition and storage. 

In addition to these, students may submit properly formatted documents such as sketches, 

graphics and textual descriptions depicting the process. Posters are to be prepared with a 

view to project integrity and ease of exhibition and preservation. Also each poster, layout 

plan and model will be organized from the same viewing direction graphically. Expressing 

the architectural project in its entirety and authenticity will be taken into consideration in 

the evaluation. 

A3 versions of boards also should be submitted in each jury session. All of the presentation 

boards and the photographs of the models should be uploaded to the GROUP google drive 

folder as mentioned in section [7]. 

 

[9] Contents & Program 

In order to understand the pattern that shaped Moda, a brief about Moda Neighborhood, 

Moda Port (Historic Pier) and Moda Deniz Club is given below. Afterwards the scope and the 

program will be explained. 

 

Moda Neighborhood 

Until recently, the neighborhood of Kadıköy-Moda, on the Asian side of Istanbul at the 

southern end of the Bosphorus, was an unremarkable, mostly residential place. Its character 

is that barely registered on the city’s cultural map, however over the past few years,  it has 

become an unlikely hotspot for art and culture hubs, cafes and music venues, as well as a 

haven for highly socio-economic demographic character. Now, it’s not a straight case of 

hipsterisation or gentrification, however: as many of Kadıköy-Moda’s current places have 

been around for decades and find themselves in ruder health than ever in the area’s new 

climate – the atmosphere between those who have been there for years and the new 
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incomers are generally one of warm co-existence and mutual respect.[1] 

Though the face of the district is still young, its history dates back many centuries. 

Phoenicians were the first settlers in the region while the Ottomans started to arrive in the 

1350s. Mostly inhabited by Istanbulite Greeks, Moda’s cosmopolitan population paved the 

way for a fast architectural and cultural development. Süreyya Opera House is an example of 

structures built during this period of improvement. 

It’s best to walk around the streets filled with old houses, mansions and plane trees; 

however, one must hop on the nostalgic tram while here. It leaves from the pier, stops by the 

famous Bull statue, runs along Bahariye Street and by Moda Primary School, and descends 

down to Mühürdar, taking passengers on a peaceful and unforgettable tour around the 

district. 

Kadıköy has always been rich in terms of theater halls but Moda has become a favorite of 

theater-goers with private theaters opening one after the other in recent years. Oyun 

Atölyesi, Moda Sahnesi, Baba Sahne, Craft Tiyatro, Duru Tiyatro and Taşra Kabare are only a 

few of them.[2] 

Moda, preserving its multi-cultural environment through the history, will keep importance 

with its gardens, historic schools, walkways, peaceful atmosphere and life style. Kadıköy has 

the potential to improve its touristic activities with its climate, unique natural elegance, 

historic architecture, cultural buildup, modern shopping centers and geographical setting.[3] 

 

Moda Port (Pier) 

Historical Port of Moda, Istanbul, Turkey. Istanbul's Kadikoy district, was built in 1915 by 

architect Vedat Tek. Moda Historical Wharf, and indigenous people of the region, there are 

many arts and foreign statesmen guest mission.[4] 

 

 

Moda Deniz Club 

Moda Deniz Kulübü was established, with Atatürk’s order, on 8th April 1935 with the aim to 

improve seamanship, sea sports and modern life. Today, it performs cultural, social and 

sportive activities in this regard and provides its elite members with a quality, safe and warm 

environment. 
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Moda Deniz Kulübü is a club, which only members and their guests can utilize according to 

bylaw and internal regulations. It has 4450 members and with their spouses and children, 

the community has around 13.000 people. There are a lot of businessmen, doctors, legal 

experts, architects, engineers, artists, politicians and senior executives among the 

members.[5] 

Cultural and sportive activities, such as; exhibitions, conferences, children theatres, classical 

music concerts, etc. held in Moda Deniz Kulübü, where catering service is provided to 3 

persons and institutions with member references, is open to everybody, with certain rules. 

 
[1]https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2018/feb/19/istanbul-kadikoy-moda-locals-guide-culture-modern-arts-cafes-traditional-turkey 

[2]https://www.skylife.com/en/2017-12/my-neighborhood-moda 

[3]http://www.kadikoy.gov.tr/about-kadikoy 

[4]https://www.dreamstime.com/editorial-photography-historical-moda-port-moda-istanbul-turkey-may-s-kadikoy-district-was-built-

architect-vedat-tek-image72638652 

[5] https://www.modadenizkulubu.org.tr/en/ourclub/history 

 

Scope and Program 

The purpose here is to design a facility titled as “Blue Space in Moda: water sports club & 

recreational facilities” that will search for a balance between functional and aesthetic issues, 

and most importantly, make use of the natural capacities of the city and landscape without 

altering the balance between values created by the natural, biological (flora, fauna), 

ecological, geomorphological, geological sources of the sports activities.  

The program includes water sports such as sailing, windsurf and some other summer sport 

areas; meeting spaces –multipurpose hall, seminar rooms; restaurants and partying– casual, 

formal (gourmet included), and club-bar; kitchen; accommodation for club members and 

visitors; educational spaces; offices; and other facilities; parking; technical spaces and other 

services. The design of outer spaces should be handled with close attention, sensibility, and 

style; they are part of the design work as a whole. Outdoor spaces will include a variety of 

water and summer sports, and year round activities and sports. Water and summer sports 

will include swimming, sailing, paddling, windsurf, biking, beach volley, fitness trail hiking & 

climbing, and may include mini-golf & garden billiards, and open to your additional 

proposals.  

https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2018/feb/19/istanbul-kadikoy-moda-locals-guide-culture-modern-arts-cafes-traditional-turkey
https://www.skylife.com/en/2017-12/my-neighborhood-moda
http://www.kadikoy.gov.tr/about-kadikoy
https://www.dreamstime.com/editorial-photography-historical-moda-port-moda-istanbul-turkey-may-s-kadikoy-district-was-built-architect-vedat-tek-image72638652
https://www.dreamstime.com/editorial-photography-historical-moda-port-moda-istanbul-turkey-may-s-kadikoy-district-was-built-architect-vedat-tek-image72638652
https://www.modadenizkulubu.org.tr/en/ourclub/history
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Design principles will include the following:  
 
- Balance between sustainability of natural sources and a sustainable growth of sport is 
aimed.  
- A refined sensibility of conduct is expected towards the existing atmosphere and natural 
environment.  
- The design solution is expected to target different age groups and varying levels of 
professionalization in water and summer sports.  
- Restaurants, multipurpose rooms and club sports facilities will meet the different demands 
of visitors.  
- Meeting and educational spaces will meet the different demands of visitors.  
- Year round activities should be employed, especially as outdoor spaces.  
- Materials should be chosen and details should be designed in such a way to avoid injuries 
and comply with the climatic conditions. 
 
 
> CLUB FACILITIES 
 
Entrance and Reception Spaces   200 sqm 
entrance - temporary parking [2 cars and 1 midibus to park at a time] 
reception, info, safe, keys and mail  
luggage entrance  
telephones  
first aid room and doctor’s office 
restrooms and cloakroom  
 
Lobby        200 sqm 
common room  
business corner  
reading rooms  
children’s playroom 
 
Shops & Care      100 sqm 
coiffure 
water sports-suits and equipments 
books,magazines, gifts etc. 
 
Administration      200 sqm 
director/ vice-directors 
departmental offices  
secretariat/ assistants [2 people]  
meeting room for national and international relations for event organizations, meetings, 
lecturer, etc. 
accounting [chief, employees, safe]  
telephone operator  
archive  
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Meeting and Events      1200 sqm 
auditorium [250 people]      
seminar rooms     
multipurpose performing hall    
gallery/ exhibition hall     
foyer       
trainers room 
 
Restaurants/ Culinary/ Partying   1500 sqm 
club house 
sea restaurant [450 people]    
ballroom [400 people]     
club cafe & bar [150 people]    
sea bar with greenhouse    
beach, terraces, promenade 
restrooms, cloakroom, toilets  
 
Kitchen      1000 sqm 
service entrance 
food storage [dry goods, refrigerator/ freezer, drinks] 
preparation section 
cooking section 
pasta & dessert section 
snacks section 
dishwashing section 
dish cart 
chief’s office 
service court 
 
Accommodation     500 sqm 
double rooms / wc - showers [50 people] 
floor offices 
 
> WATER SPORTS     3000 sqm 
 
swimming pool [semi-olimpic/ can be open]      
scuba diving pool     
stand up paddling pool 
outdoor spaces 
sailing       
windsurf 
canoe      
wet deck 
changing rooms, showers and toilets can be shared w/ swimming pool 
floating deck [dinghy repairs, briefings, skipper meetings, etc.] 
storage & locker rooms [sailing boats, kayaks, canoes, boards etc.] 
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> OTHER SPORTS [indoor/outdoor optional] 1000 sqm [closed area] 
 
fitness, cardio, pilates, yoga [indoor] 
climbing [optional] 
tennis [2x250 outdoor/ closable] 
basketball & volleyball [outdoor] 
jogging & running track [outdoor] 
changing rooms, showers and toilets 
storage & lockers 
 
> UTILITY AND SERVICES 
 
Laundry      100 sqm 
storage 
disinfection 
laundromat and dryers’ area 
ironing 
 
Personnel      200 sqm 
employees’ entrance 
dressing rooms and closets 
showers, restrooms 
employees’ dining hall [directly related to the kitchen] 
 
Technical      1000 sqm 
HVAC center 
workshops [carpenter, electrician etc.] 
storages 
switchboard [directly related w the transformer & generator room] 
transformer [directly related w to outdoors] 
generator room 
installation, water tank 
garbage storage and disposer 
mechanical rooms for pools 
fire extinguishing area 
shelter 
 
Total Used-Closed Area/ Volume : 10.200 sqm 

Circulation: %50 

Total Construction Area / Volume: 15.300 sqm 

Adequate circulation cores and areas should be added to the total used-closed area amount 

given above. These circulation areas, WCs (the number of cubicles should be accorded with 

standards), elevators, service volumes will be 50% of the given building program areas 

above and will be considered as an addition to total area of the complex in terms of square 

meters. 
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The total construction area indicated above including the circulation and etc. could be 

interpreted by +/-10% difference. 

Relevant regulations (fire, zoning, coastal law, etc.) should be considered in the designs. 

All parts of the center should enable disabled access.  

A parking space for 100 vehicles should be included. 

 

[10] Technical Information 

 

Types of Sailing 
 
There are six types of sailing indicated by the World Sailing: 
 
1. Fleet Racing 

 
Fleet racing is the most common form of competitive sailing that involves boats racing 
around a course. 
 
Fleet racing can be either 'one-design' or 'handicap'. One design racing, as at the Olympic 
Sailing Competition means that boats racing against each other are all the same - the same 
design, the same sail area etc. Handicap racing means different types of boat can race 
against each other. Each boat has a handicap or rating so that their finish times can be 
adjusted or their start time determined so that the slowest boats go first. 
 
Fleet racing can be any length of time with several taking place in a day or as a round the 
world race such as the Volvo Ocean Race. 
 
2. Match Racing 
 
A match race consists of two identical boats racing against each other. This is a one-on-one 
duel of strategy and tactics and the objective is simple - to be the first to cross the finish 
line. 
 
A match racing course is always a windward/ leeward course and each race takes 
approximately 20 minutes to complete. 
 
3. Team Racing  
 
Team Racing typically consists of two teams each of three boats competing against each 
other. It is a fast paced racing style which depends on excellent boat handling skills and 
rapid tactical decision making. 
 
4. Oceanic and Offshore Racing 
 
Oceanic racing is defined as any offshore race over 800 miles. 
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There are many types of Oceanic and Offshore racing events which are organized for one 
design classes as well as handicap or rating systems. In order to achieve an orderly schedule, 
World Sailing works with event organizers to monitor the calendar of events. 
 
The differences between the types of oceanic and offshore racing, ranging from trans-
oceanic racing to short-course day races sailed in protected waters, are reflected in the six 
categories of the World Sailing Offshore Special Regulations which provide for the 
differences in the minimum standards of safety and accommodation. 
 
5. Para World Sailing 
 
Whatever your background, sailing is a versatile sport that can accommodate many types of 
disability. The first step is to find out what is already happening in your area by contacting 
the World Sailing Member National Authority (MNA) or Para Sports Organization in your 
country or simply visiting a local sailing club. 
 
Almost any boat can be sailed by people with disabilities although it is clear that some are 
more suitable than others. 
 
In 1996 sailing was included on the programme of the Paralympic Games as a 
demonstration event and it has been full medal sport until the Rio 2016 Para Games. It is 
one of the only sports in the Para sports in which athletes of any disability compete 
together. 
 
6. Cruising  
 
Cruising is arguably the most commonly enjoyed sailing discipline. Cruising can be a coastal 
day sail or a longer distance international journeys. 
 
Cruising is arguably the most commonly enjoyed sailing discipline and through it's 
responsibility to all areas of the sport, World Sailing works with a number of organizations 
to defend boater rights.  
 
Cruising can be a coastal day sail or a longer distance international journeys crossing oceans 
and national borders. 
 
World Sailing works with organizations such as the International Maritime Organization and 
the International Organization for Standardization to represent the interests of sailors 
worldwide. 
 
The Piracy updates and links in the Safety section are essential reading for sailors 
considering cruising in certain waters. 
 
(from: http://www.sailing.org/new-to-sailing/index.php) 

 

 

 

http://www.sailing.org/new-to-sailing/index.php
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[11] Recommended Materials 

 

Technical information related to boats can be reached through the web sites of the Turkish 

Sailing Federation and the World Sailing:  

 
http://www.sailing.org/classesandequipment/index.php 
 
http://tyf.org.tr/sayfalar/siniflar 
 
http://www.turksail.com/attachments/article/15950/Marmara%20Kupasi-2018.pdf 

http://turksail.com/yaris-haberleri/15652-tayk-n-2018-taslak-program-yay-nland 

Information related with the race dates, instructions and routes (TAYK/ MDK - Moda Deniz 

Kulübü Cup) can be reached through the web site of TAYK (Türkiye Açıkdeniz Yarış Kulübü):  

http://www.tayk.org.tr/yaris-ilanlari 

On brief historical evolution of Kadıköy, Moda and Moda Sea Club: 

 
Murat Belge (2004) İstanbul Gezi Rehberi, 10. Baskı, Tarih Vakfı Yurt Yayınları, İstanbul. 

 

http://www.kadikoy.gov.tr/tarihce  
 
https://www.modadenizkulubu.org.tr/kulubumuz/tarihce  
 
http://www.gazetekadikoy.com.tr/genel/moda-deniz-kulubu-80-yasinda-h6808.html  

http://www.imar.com.tr/TR/Projects/22/Sehir-Planlama/800/Kadikoy-Eski-Moda-Deniz-Kulubu-Koruma-
Amacli-Imar-Plani/ 

 

[12] Student List 

(For all attended students)  

*Please be sure that you have registered into MIM 492E Graduation Project within add/drop 

period. 

 

http://www.sailing.org/classesandequipment/index.php
http://tyf.org.tr/sayfalar/siniflar
http://www.turksail.com/attachments/article/15950/Marmara%20Kupasi-2018.pdf
http://turksail.com/yaris-haberleri/15652-tayk-n-2018-taslak-program-yay-nland
http://www.tayk.org.tr/yaris-ilanlari
http://www.kadikoy.gov.tr/tarihce
https://www.modadenizkulubu.org.tr/kulubumuz/tarihce
http://www.gazetekadikoy.com.tr/genel/moda-deniz-kulubu-80-yasinda-h6808.html
http://www.imar.com.tr/TR/Projects/22/Sehir-Planlama/800/Kadikoy-Eski-Moda-Deniz-Kulubu-Koruma-Amacli-Imar-Plani/
http://www.imar.com.tr/TR/Projects/22/Sehir-Planlama/800/Kadikoy-Eski-Moda-Deniz-Kulubu-Koruma-Amacli-Imar-Plani/

